SOME GOOD FISHING

A Mexican youth spent a couple of hours fishing in the Salt River just beneath the state highway bridge yesterday morning and he had the good luck to catch some large carp. Some weighed two and three pounds and he says that he caught innumerable smaller ones that were thrown back into the stream. He also produced a catfish that is said by many to be the largest ever caught in the river at this point.
South Side News

Clothes—

ARE A NECESSITY

By Miss Alter C. E. Smith

There are few decisions which we make in the management of our household... (continued)
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Shoes—

For Men, Women and Children

MEN'S FURNISHINGS AND CLOTHING

By Miss C. S. Smith

In many households, the men's clothing is... (continued)

Quad Truck Principle Works Out In European War Service and In U. S. A.

The simplicity of design, coupled with interchangeability of parts, make the Quad... (continued)

Auto Owners Attention

Driver: Keep Your Cool and Take Care

Phone 1231
Auto Yolcanizing Works

COME DEAR

And your yellow color shades brighten up your surroundings, aren't you glad, dear?... (continued)

Quad Truck on Trip for Heavy Field Jobs

Quad Truck on Trip for Heavy Field Jobs

The simplicity of design, coupled with interchangeability of parts, make the Quad... (continued)